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A low temperature ultrahigh vaccum scanning force microscope
Hans J. Hug, B. Stiefel, P. J. A. van Schendel, A. Moser, S. Martin,
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~Received 13 November 1998; accepted for publication 14 May 1999!

This article describes the design of a versatile ultrahigh vaccum~UHV! low temperature scanning
force microscope system. The system allows scanning probe microscopy measurements at
temperatures between 6 and 400 K and in magnetic fields up to 7 T. Cantilevers and samples can
be prepared in UHV and transferred to the microscope. We describe some technical details of our
system and present first measurements performed at different temperatures and in various scanning
force microscopy operation modes. We demonstrate distortion free and calibrated images at
temperatures ranging from 8 to 300 K, atomic resolution on NaCl at 7.6 K and various magnetic
force microscopy images of vortices in high transition temperature superconductors. It is
demonstrated that our instrumentation reaches the thermodynamically determined sensitivity limit.
Using standard cantilevers force gradients in the 1026N/m range, corresponding forces of about
10215N can be measured. ©1999 American Institute of Physics.@S0034-6748~99!00909-0#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Despite many successful low temperature scanning
neling microscopy experiments1 the number of results ob
tained by low temperature scanning force microscopy is
small.2 Furthermore, no commercial manufacturer has p
sented a low temperature scanning force microsc
~LTSFM! so far,3 although several low temperature scanni
tunneling microscope~LTSTM! systems are available.4–7 An
important reason is that an SFM requires a sensor to mea
the deflection of the cantilever. This sensor has to opera
low temperatures and the relative position of the cantile
and the deflection sensor has to be adjustable or rem
within the operation range of the deflection sensor at all te
peratures. The large temperature difference~up to 300 K!
upon cooling may cause lateral drifts larger than the dim
sions of the cantilever and a vertical motion of the cantile
up to several tens of microns. We have found that the ve
cal motion of the cantilever is mainly due to a bendi
caused by the difference in expansion coefficients of the c
tilever material and the coating needed to perform a spe
experiment.8 This problem can be solved by an appropria
coating of the cantilever or by choosing a deflection sen
which is either adjustable or not disturbed by large verti
position offsets of the cantilever. In literature we find a lar
variety of sensors which have been used in LTSFM ins
mentation. Below we give a brief historical overview o
LTSFM instrumentation, describing designs usi
tunneling,9,10 fiber-optic interferometry,11–16 piezoresistive
cantilevers,17 and laser beam deflection.18

The first successfully working LTSFM built by Gießib
et al.9 was equipped with a tunneling tip as deflection sens
However, besides some work on single crystalline potass
bromide19 no further results obtained with this instrume
have been published. The alignment problem of the defl

a!Electronic mail: hug1@ubaclu.unibas.ch
3620034-6748/99/70(9)/3625/16/$15.00
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tion sensor with respect to the cantilever is most severe w
this method is used. The position of the tunneling tip has
be maintained within fractions of an Angstrom during ope
tion and the tunneling tip has to be approached within
working range of the piezo which controls the tunneling t
to-cantilever distance. Furthermore, the tunneling junct
might suffer from contamination and the microscopic stru
ture of the cantilever backside might severely influence
image process.20 Another instrument using tunneling to me
sure the cantilever deflection has been described by Volo
and Marchevsky.10 Again, besides very preliminary magnet
force microscopy data on Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x ~BSCCO! no
further results have been obtained. Note that despite th
severe problems, the tunneling sensor might become im
tant for ultralow temperature instruments, since it dissipa
very little energy~see Ref. 15!.

After the invention of the fiber optic interferometer a
deflection sensor21,22 many groups have implemented th
type of deflection sensor in their instrumentation.11–16 The
adjustment of the cantilever to the fiber end is less criti
than in the case of a tunneling sensor. Furthermore, on
single fiber has to be introduced into the cryostat. All optic
and electronic components associated with the fiber o
interferometer are located outside the cryogenic environm
of the microscope. A first implementation of such a senso
a LTSFM is described in Ref. 11. Albrechtet al. have suc-
cessfully imaged the topography of a single crystalli
Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x sample and bits written on a magnet
optic recording medium at room temperature and at 5
Further several attempts were made to image vortices
both NbSe2 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2O81x , but no unambiguous im-
ages of vortices were obtained.23 We have used a simila
fiber optic interferometer24 as a deflection sensor for our firs
low temperature scanning force microsco
instrumentation.12 We have then measured the levitatio
force25 on YBa2Cu3O72x ~YBCO! single crystals cooled
with and without an applied external field26 and imaged
5 © 1999 American Institute of Physics
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3626 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 1999 Hug et al.
single vortices using a low temperature magnetic force
croscope~LTMFM ! for the first time.27 Furthermore, we
have used the magnetic stray field of the tip to nucleate v
tex bundles.28,29

Moloni et al.13 have also built a LTSFM with a fibe
optic interferometer as deflection sensor. Their instrumen
coupled via N2 exchange gas to a liquid nitrogen (LN2) cry-
ostat and was used to study the domain structure in si
crystal magnetite. Then Euleret al.14 have presented an in
terferometer based variable temperature scanning force
croscope which is cooled by a He gas flow or by dire
immersion into LHe. The system was used to image the
pography of a magneto-optical disk at room temperature
~using LN2! and 4.2 K~using LHe!. Intermediate tempera
tures are reached only by making use of the slow warm
after having removed the coolant. Furthermore, the topo
phy of a YBCO thin film sample was imaged at 7.8 K but
MFM images on this or any other samples have been
sented. Allerset al.16 have presented the first fiber opt
based LTSFM working in ultrahigh vacuum~UHV!, with a
lowest reachable temperature of 9 K. However this tempe
ture is not measured at the location of the sample but at
bottom of the instrument facing the cold bottom of the c
ostat insert. The system features a cryostat with a LHe c
tainer of almost 100l and allows an operation time witho
refill of three days. The cool-down from room temperature
10 K takes a total of 20 h. The cryostat does not contai
magnet system and allows variable temperature opera
only during the warm-up process. With this instrument t
imaging of atomic periodicity on highly oriented pyrolyti
graphite~HOPG! was demonstrated in contact mode at 7
40, and 10 K. Further room temperature measurements
dynamic noncontact operation mode have been presente
vealing atomic resolution on a single crystal of InAs. Pe
khov et al.15 have presented the first fiber optic LTSF
working inside the mixing chamber of a dilution cryost
achieving a minimum temperature of 30 mK and a magn
field up to 9 T. Their LTSFM also contains anxy motor for
macroscopic positioning of the cantilever with respect to
sample. However, the extreme condition of immersing
cantilever in the normal/superfluid helium mixture limits th
measurement modes to the contact modes and leads to a
noise level. In spite of these restrictions, measurements
vealing atomic steps on HOPG at 4.2 K and an image o
mesoscopic Au ring of 1mm diameter at 30 mK and in a
field of 9 T have been presented.

An alternative approach for the measurement of the c
tilever deflection is to use piezoresistive cantilevers. A
first glance such a sensor seems to be ideal, since it con
an LTSTM to an LTSFM simply by replacing the tunnelin
tip by the piezoresistive cantilever avoiding potential alig
ment problems of cantilever and deflection sensor. Howe
the disadvantages of this approach are a limited range
cantilever force constants and resonance frequencies an
tential technical difficulties if UHV preparation of the cant
levers is intended. Furthermore, the energy dissipated in
cantilever is considerable.30,31Despite these difficulties Yuan
et al. have presented an LTSFM using such a sensor.17 They
have used their instrument to study high temperature su
Downloaded 29 Sep 2005 to 132.229.234.79. Redistribution subject to A
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conductors ~HTSC!32 and colossal magneto resistiv
materials.33 However, the results on HTSC remain rath
ambiguous.34 Convincing results using an LTSFM with pi
ezoresistive detection have been presented recently by V
din et al. in Ref. 35. In their work they have used highe
flexural modes to enhance the sensitivity of th
instrument31 to image vortices in NbSe2 single crystals.

Finally, also laser beam deflection, which is the mo
popular deflection sensor for room temperature SFM,
been used for LTSFM instrumentation by Prateret al.36 and
Dai et al.18 Although this method is commonly used for in
struments working under ambient and UHV conditions, t
cooling of a beam deflection type SFM remains a challen
One of the remaining problems is the alignment of the be
deflection system to the cantilever during and after the co
down process. This alignment has to be done fully rem
controlled and without optical access to the microscope. F
thermore, the photoelectronics and preamplifier are loca
in UHV and at low temperatures. To overcome the abo
difficulties both instruments36,18 use a cold-finger to cool the
sample, whereas the rest of the instrument remains uncoo
The disadvantages are an inhomogeneous temperature d
bution within the microscope, only moderately low tempe
tures~140 K in Prater’s and 100 K in Dai’s instrument!, and
possibly a contamination of the sample.

The large variety of possible designs of LTSFM instr
ments makes it rather difficult to compare the performance
different instruments. We strongly suggest that besi
atomic resolution, the minimalz derivative of the force37 is
measured. Obviously, this quantity should not depend o
specific LTSFM design or on the vacuum enviroment us
but is given solely by the measurement temperature,
bandwidth and the properties of the cantilever~force con-
stantcL , quality factorQ, resonance frequencyf 0! which is
used. Note that, this for many of the above designs has e
not been done or the thermodynamical limit was missed
orders of magnitude.

II. SYSTEM DESIGN

The LTSFM system presented here, allows force and
tunneling measurements in ultraghigh vacuum~UHV! at
temperatures between 6 and 400 K and in magnetic field
to 7 T. Cantilevers and samples can be prepared in UHV
transferred to the microscope. We have met these, often
trary requirements with a completely new SFM design. T
microscope is described in the following subsection. T
UHV system is described in Sec. II B whereas the details
the cryostat are discussed in Sec. II C.

A. Microscope

Our new LTSFM is designed to allow multimode SF
operation in UHV, at low temperatures and in high magne
fields using fiber-optic interferometry as sensor for the c
tilever deflection. The main design criteria were a small si
a high modularity and geometrical symmetry, and the s
use of nonferromagnetic materials~even the electrodes of th
piezos are made out of Cu instead of the more usual N!.38

The size restrictions arise from the 50 mm inside diamete
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3627Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 1999 Low temperature scanning microscope
the variable temperature insert~VTI, see Sec. II C! which is
fitted into the superconducting solenoid~ID: 77 mm!. The
combination of these severe restrictions in size with f
UHV functionality ~i.e., in situ cantilever/sample exchange!
andxy positioning39 is a major design challenge. Our sol
tion to this challenge is a modular force microscope w
only 40.4 mm outside diameter and 157.5 mm length~Fig.
1!.

The small size, the symmetrical geometry and the th
mal compensation of some critical parts lead to a high m
chanical stability and a reduced relative thermal drift of t
cantilever-to-fiber position and the cantilever-to-sample
sition. The modularity~see Fig. 2! allows easy maintenanc
and possible later adoptions to meet new experimental ne
Therefore, many modules and components of the de
have been used directly or only with minor modifications

FIG. 1. Low temperature SFM/STM compatible with UHV and high ma
netic fields.

FIG. 2. Schematic view of the microscopes modularity. Note that e
module is a functional entity, which can be easily exchanged as a w
when broken or can be replaced by a different module giving another f
tionality.
Downloaded 29 Sep 2005 to 132.229.234.79. Redistribution subject to A
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many other instruments.40–44 The titanium body of our in-
strument consists of anxy motor moduleattached to one end
of a connection moduleand az motor modulemounted to the
other end.

1. Connection module

The connection module mechanically and electrically
terconnects thexy motor module with thez motor module.
Large windows in the connection module allow the exchan
of the sample/cantilever by a mechanical hand45 when the
microscope is moved to the manipulation position inside
SFM chamber~see Sec. II B 2!. Furthermore, these window
offer a view of the cantilever and sample from the6X and
6Y directions.46 The tip of the cantilever can be seen fro
two orthogonal directions with a lateral/vertical viewin
angle of 90°/78° in6Y directions~view along the axis of
the cantilever from its tip to the mounting chip! and with
29°/78° in 6X directions. However, the viewports of th
SFM chamber reduce the total viewing angle from the o
side of the chamber to 72°/72° in1Y direction and 29°/30°
in 1X direction. This allows to use the piezo motors of t
SFM to approach the tip to a specific sample location un
the optical control of a binocular microscope with a hig
magnification and a stereoscopic view.

2. xy motor module

The xy motor basically consists of a sapphire pla
which is clamped between two groups of three shear pi
stacks~Fig. 3!. Each stack consists of eight shear piezo pla
to move into thex andy direction and to compensate for th
sensitivity loss of the piezo plates at low temperatures. T
xy motor can be operated either in the inertia mode with
the piezo stacks moving simultaneously or in the fricti
mode with the piezo stacks moving one after the other. T
motor generates a considerable force of typically 5 N. T
range of motion is geometrically limited to a circle with

h
le
c-

FIG. 3. Principle of thexy motor.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3628 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 1999 Hug et al.
diameter of 7 mm. This is the maximum range achievable
the outside diameter of 40.4 mm, a wall thickness of
mm,47 5 mm sized shear-piezoplates, and the fiber runn
through the center of the motor. The minimum step size
around 20 nm~see Sec. III A!. The maximum speed depend
on the output voltage and step repetition frequency of
driver electronics. We typically reach 230mm/s using the
Omicron driving electronics48 at room temperature. Thexy
motor module includes thefiber&cantilever modulewhich is
mounted on the top of the sapphire plate. T
fiber&cantilever module consists of a fiber piezo to adj
the fiber-to-cantilever distance and acantilever holder sup-
port.

This support is a precise kinematic mount into which
cantilever fixed to acantilever holderis introduced. The po-
sition of the cantilever on this holder and thus, the cantilev
to-fiber position is adjustedex situ by means of a dummy
stage. The dummy stage precisely reproduces the rela
distances between the fiber end and the support position
the kinematic mount. After this adjustment the cantilev
holder is introduced into the UHV system and transported
the SFM. Due to the thermally well compensated constr
tion of the cantilever holder and the cantilever-holder s
port no further coarse adjustment is needed in the SFM. F
adjustments can be made by means of the fiber piezo.
cantilever holder also contains a small piezo plate loca
just below the cantilever. This piezo plate is used to drive
cantilever oscillation in the dynamic operation modes.

Furthermore, we have a total of four electrical conne
tions to the cantilever holder. They are used for applyin
voltage to the cantilever, to drive the cantilever-oscillati
piezo and for other purposes. In addition, the fiber end can
set to an arbitrary potential. The inhomogeneous field
tween the gold cladding of the fiber and the cantilever th
changes the force constant of the cantilever. This allo
force constant controlled operation modes as proposed
Jarviset al. in Ref. 49. In contrast to our method which relie
on electrostatic forces, Jarviset al. have used a magneti
field gradient interacting with a magnetic particle mount
onto the cantilever.

3. z-motor module

The z-motor module consists of a hexagonal sapph
prism with a large central bore~Fig. 4!. The prism is
clamped between two groups of three shear piezo sta
each consisting of four shear-piezo plates. The motor ge
ates a considerable force around 5 N which is by far large
enough to move the prism, the scan piezo and the sam
against gravitation. The scan piezo is mounted into the ins
of the hexagonal sapphire prism. This reduces the t
length of the instrument. The length of thez-motor module
which includes thez motor and the 38.1-mm-long scan piez
is only 69 mm. Asample-holder supportis mounted on the
top of the scan piezo. Asample holdercan be inserted into
the sample-holder support. The sample holder and
sample-holder support are constructed similar to the can
ver holder and cantilever-holder support. Thus, the sam
holder can be mounted with the same precision as the c
Downloaded 29 Sep 2005 to 132.229.234.79. Redistribution subject to A
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lever holder. This allows to refind a specific sample a
after having removed and reinserted the sample holder~see
Fig. 11!, i.e., after a next step of sample preparation. T
sample-holder support also contains a resistive heater a
temperature sensor~see Sec. II C 3!.

4. Sample holders

As described above, a sample holder can be inserted
the sample-holder support~Fig. 5!. There are four electrica
contacts to the sample holder~only two of them are shown in
the drawing!. We have presently built three different types
sample holders making different use of these electrical c
tacts.

a. Regular sample holder.The sample is glued on a ce
ramic plate with four electrical contact pads. These can
used to bond wires to the sample, e.g., for resistive fo
contact measurements. The ceramic plate is then screwe
the sample holder connecting the contact pads of the p
with the electrical contacts of the holder.

b. Cantilever-type sample holder.As mentioned in Sec.
II A 3 the construction of the kinematic mount of the samp
holder support and the cantilever-holder support is eq
Thus, a small magnetic sample mounted on a cantilever
be inserted in both positions into the sample-holder supp
or the cantilever-holder support. In the first case, which is
normal force microscopy measurement configuration,
sample is scanned by the tip of a second cantilever inse
into the cantilever-holder support. In the second case
sample which is mounted onto a cantilever is inserted i
the cantilever–holder support position. Then, the mag
system of the cryostat is used to generate a homogen

FIG. 4. Principle of thez motor.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3629Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 1999 Low temperature scanning microscope
magnetic field to define the magnetic state of the sample
a gradient field is used to generate a force acting on
magnetized sample. The bending of the cantilever then
measure for the magnetization of the sample~see Sec. II C 4!.
Without the magnetic field gradient, the magnetostriction
a thin magnetic film deposited onto the cantilever could
measured. Similarly, the latent heat of phase transitions
the sample could be used to give rise to a bending o
thermally sensitive cantilever.50–52

c. Heatable sample holders.Standard UHV-sample
preparation includes sample heating. For this purpose
have constructed two types of heatable sample holders.
type heats the sample by passing a current directly thro
the sample. The second type passes a current through
sistive meander pattern molybdenum resistor sandwiched
tween two thin aluminum-oxide plates onto which t
sample is mounted. In both cases the two other electr
contacts are used for a thermocouple to measure the sa
temperature.

B. UHV system

The UHV system consists of two main groups of UH
chambers. One for sample/cantilever preparation and s
dard surface science analysis and one for the microsc
handling and sample/cantilever exchange. A schematic s
view of the whole UHV system is shown in Fig. 6.

1. Preparation and analysis chamber system

The system consists of a fast entry air lock~FEAL!, a
preparation chamberand ananalysis chamber.

FIG. 5. Principle of the sample-holder system.
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A sample/cantilever mounted on a specific holder~see
Sec. II A 4! is introduced into the UHV chamber syste
through the FEAL.

For standard UHV cleaning and preparation the sam
cantilever holder is inserted into the sample/cantilever-hol
support of apreparation head. The support is equivalent to
the one of the microscopes. Thus it precisely defines
position of the sample/cantilever holder and supports f
electrical contacts to the sample/cantilever holder. Th
contacts can be used to heat the sample and measur
temperature when a heatable sample holder~see Sec. II A 4!
is used. The preparation head has two further holder supp
allowing the insertion of shutter holders. The construction
these supports is similar to the one of the sample/cantile
holder support of the microscope. Again it precisely defin
the positions of shutter holders relative to the samp
cantilever holder. Therefore it is possible to mask well d
fined areas of the sample/cantilever from preparation. N
that the shutter holders can be introduced in or transpo
through the UHV system similarly to the sample/cantilev
holders. The relative positioning of the shutter with resp
to the sample/cantilever is performedex situby means of a
dummy stage.

The preparation head itself is mounted to the coola
linear/rotary manipulator53 of the preparation chamber. Thi
manipulator then transports the preparation head to
preparation position. In this position the preparation head
be rotated such that the sample/cantilever faces a sp
gun,54 a triple electron beam evaporator55 or future prepara-
tion devices, e.g., a sample cleaver.

After the cleaning/preparation procedure the sample
transferred from the linear/rotary manipulator to the line
transport system of the analysis chamber. The sam
cantilever holder can then be moved to the low-energy e
tron diffraction~LEED!/Auger system, to sample/cantileve
holder storage places or directly into the microscop
handling chamber system.

FIG. 6. Sideview of the UHV system.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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3630 Rev. Sci. Instrum., Vol. 70, No. 9, September 1999 Hug et al.
2. Microscope-handling chamber system

The purpose of this chamber system is the sam
cantilever exchange between the microscope and the tr
port system of the analysis chamber and the vertical tra
portation of the microscope between its different operat
positions~see below!.

The microscope-handling chamber system consists
the SFM chamber, the UHV tube of the cryostat~see Sec.
II C 2! and thefeedthrough chamber, which is connected to
the SFM chamber by flexible bellows and a sophistica
vertical translator.

The SFM is spring suspended to the bottom of a cryo
insert whereas the cryostat insert itself is attached to
feedthrough chamber. All electrical connections to the m
croscope and the optical fiber are guided along the in
from the feedthrough chamber to the SFM.56

The vertical translator moves the feedthrough chamb
the cryostat insert, and the SFM between three working
sitions ~Fig. 7!:

~1! Manipulation position: In this position the SFM is lo
cated in the center of the SFM chamber and fixed by t
rotatable clamps to allow a sample or cantilev
exchange.57 The sample/cantilever holder is then tran
ferred to the SFM by a mechanical hand.45 The mechani-
cal hand can be rotated such that the cantilever
sample supports of the microscope can be reached w
out further vertical adjustments. In the manipulation p
sition two windows allow the observation of th
cantilever/sample from two orthogonal directions w
very high vertical and horizontal viewing angles~see

FIG. 7. Working positions of the SFM. Left: Manipulation position fo
cantilever and/or sample exchange~flexible bellow fully elongated!. Middle:
Cooling and measurement position~flexible bellow fully compressed!.
Right: Service position that gives free access to the SFM and the cry
insert ~flexible bellow fully compressed but detached from SFM chambe!.
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Sec. II A 1!. Thus the manipulation position is for a
optically controlled positioning and approach of the ca
tilever to the sample.

~2! Cooling position: After the insertion of the sampl
cantilever into the SFM, it can be lowered to the cooli
position ~see Sec. II C 2!. At the bottom position the
conical end of the cryostat insert locks into its coun
part. Thus the weight of the feedthrough chamber,
cryostat insert, and the air pressure generate a forc
about 1000 N, which presses the conical end of the in
into its counterpart. This large force is necessary
achieve a good thermal contact without using excha
gas.58,59

~3! Service position: In this position the SFM hangs, free
accessible, above the SFM chamber. To reach this s
the bellow is first compressed, fixed with steel cab
and dismounted at the SFM chamber. Then the vert
translator is moved beyond the manipulation position
lift the SFM above the top flange of the SFM chambe

3. Pumping system

During the SFM measurement process no mechan
pumps are running to avoid vibrations. In this case
vacuum is achieved by two ion pumps with a pumping spe
of 200l/s each. These ion pumps contain a titanium evap
tor and coolable getter shields which increase the pump
speed to 1000l/s.

During sample preparation, especially during sputter
~with relatively high Ar background pressure! the prepara-
tion chamber is pumped by an additional turbo pump. W
use a wide range turbo molecular pump with a high compr
sion ratio even for light noble gases. Furthermore, we h
installed another wide range turbo molecular pump which
attached to a manifold ending in several full metal valv
They lead to the following chambers:

~1! SFM chamber. The chamber can be prepumped by
turbo through a flexible bellows connector.

~2! Analysis chamber. The manifold is attached to a CF
full metal valve which is mounted to the analysis cha
ber. The turbo is used for prepumping or when the ana
sis chamber is contaminated with argon from sputteri

~3! FEAL. The fast entry air lock is pumped through a fle
ible hose.

~4! Sputter gun and argon gas line. The sputter gun can
pumped differentially for a better beam quality.

~5! Outer vacuum chamber~OVC! of the cryostat.60 A flex-
ible hose leads to a KF61 valve battery to set the He-ga
pressure inside the OVC. The prepumping is done b
membrane pump which gives a carbo-hydrogen f
vacuum that avoids a contamination of the cooled c
ostat volumes.

C. Cryostat

The cryostat was custom designed by Oxfo
Instruments.62,63 It is a superinsulated bath cryostat with
UHV compatible, variable temperature insert~VTI !, and a
superconducting magnet system.

tat
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1. Mechanical construction

Particular care was taken to reduce the generation
mechanical noise. The superinsulated cryostat does no
quire LN2 for thermal shielding and the low heat loss co
struction minimizes the LHe consumption and thus the b
bling noise.

Furthermore, the high mechanical stiffness of the V
does not amplify mechanic and acoustic vibrations. The t
walled VTI containing the SFM is located in the center o
triangle formed by three other tubes. These are used to
port the liquid He~LHe! level sensor, the power lines to th
superconducting solenoid and, the electrical connection
the gradient and normal conducting coils~see Sec. II C 4!.
The mechanical stability is increased by interconnect
these tubes with rigid baffles used for radiation screening
the main coolant bath.

Usually, the superconducting magnet system is moun
at the bottom of the VTI. In our construction the magn
system is attached to the bottom of the cryostat. This redu
the mass at the end of the VTI and thus increases its r
nance frequency.

2. Cryogenic construction

The variable temperature insert~VTI ! of the bath cry-
ostat consists of three concentrical tubes, various heaters
temperature sensors, a needle valve and the movable cry
insert ~Fig. 8!.

The moveable cryostat insert consists of a central st
less steel tube supporting baffles and thermal ground
points for the wires at four different height levels. The bo
tom of the cryostat insert ends in a truncated cone made

FIG. 8. Schematic view of the cryostat. The UHV tube~white! contains the
microscope that is spring suspended from the cryostat insert. The cry
insert is shown in the cooling position. The OFHC copper cone is pres
into its cooled counterpart providing a good thermal contact. The UHV t
is surrounded by the inner vacuum chamber~IVC! and the outer vacuum
chamber~OVC! which allow to define the thermal connection between
cryogenic liquid in the main bath and the wall of the UHV tube. For th
purpose IVC and/or OVC can be either evacuated or filled with excha
gas or LHe~IVC only!. Furthermore, the LHe needle valve and the h
exchanger are shown. Finally the superconducting part of the magnet sy
is shown~high-field and gradient-field coils!.
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of OFHC64 copper. The SFM is spring suspended from th
cone. An eddy current damping system is installed above
cone, outside the area of strong magnetic field. The ther
connection of the SFM to the cone is achieved by cop
braids. The cone contains a RhFe temperature sensor
serves as a temperature reference point of the SFM. A
ond truncated cone of slightly larger diameter is loca
about 15 cm above the first one. The vertical distance
tween the cones can be changed by pressing the upper
upwards against a stiff spring.

The cryostat insert is moved by the vertical translator
lift the SFM between the manipulation position inside t
SFM chamber and the cooling position~see Sec. II B 2!. In
this position the cryostat insert is fully inserted into the i
nermost~UHV tube! of the three concentrical tubes of th
VTI ~see Fig. 8!.

The UHV tube is attached to the SFM chamber via
gate valve. The two further tubes surrounding the UHV tu
form two volumes, theinner vacuum chamber~IVC! and the
outer vacuum chamber~OVC! which separate the UHV tube
from the cryogenic liquid in the main bath. Both volume
the IVC and OVC can be pumped or filled with exchan
gas. Furthermore, the IVC can be filled with gas or liqu
from the main bath via aneedle valveand aheat exchanger
controlling the temperature of the flowing medium. To im
prove the temperature control of the UHV tube it is su
rounded by two coaxial heating wires. One of them,the
bake-out heater, winds around the whole length of the UHV
tube and is used to bake it. The other one,the cone heater, is
located only at the bottom part of the UHV tube to precise
control the temperature of the SFM. The two volumes~IVC
and OVC!, the different heaters, and the needle valve all
various cryogenic operation modes~see Sec. II C 3!.

The top end of the UHV tube is formed by a confl
flange with an inside diameter of 70 mm. The inside dia
eter of the UHV tube is then reduced twice to the final
mm towards the bottom end. The two diameter reduct
pieces are made out of OFHC copper and serve as con
counter-parts for the two OFHC copper cones of the cryo
insert which can be moved by the vertical translator. The
mm diameter section of the UHV tube~SFM section! con-
tains the microscope if the vertical translator is moved to
cooling position. To increase the temperature uniformity
the SFM section, copper strips are soldered to its outsid65

If the insert is lowered into the UHV tube of the cryost
the upper cone locks into its counter-part inside the tu
This cone takes most of the heat load coming from the w
and the insert itself. When the insert is lowered a few mi
meters more, the bottom cone also locks into its counter-p
This cone makes the thermal connection of the SFM ins
the UHV tube and the cooled part of the cryostat outside
UHV tube.

3. Cryogenic operation

Once the SFM is cooled, the temperature of the sam
can be controlled by a heater and a temperature senso
cated inside the microscope, just below the sample. T
heater allows rapid changes of the sample temperature,
to drive the sample through phase transitions. However,
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sample heater is not generally used for variable tempera
measurements because it generates an inhomogeneous
perature distribution inside the SFM. Instead we use the v
able temperature capabilities of our cryostat to define
temperature of the whole SFM section of the UHV tube.
the SFM is located in the cooling position, the cones of
cryostat insert provide a good thermal connection betw
the SFM, inside the UHV, and the outside of the SFM s
tion of the UHV tube. Thus the microscope is in a homog
neous temperature environment. In the following we d
scribe the details of the different cryogenic operation mod

~1! Bake-out process of the cryostat: Usually UHV syste
require a baking of the chambers to achieve a pres
below 10210mBar. In our case, a part of the UHV sy
tem, namely the UHV tube, is inside the cryostat.
described above, it is surrounded by a coaxial bake-
wire. During the bake-out process the heat conductiv
to the main bath is minimized by pumping the IVC an
OVC to a vacuum below 1026 mBar. Additionally LN2

is filled into the main bath of the cryostat to prevent t
damage to the magnet system. Furthermore, the bake
heater is useful, if a rapid heating up of the whole SF
section to room temperature is required.

~2! Exchange gas mode: In this mode, exchange gas in
IVC and OVC is used to adjust the heat conductiv
between the SFM section of the UHV tube and the co
ing liquid of the main bath. The exchange gas press
defines the cooling speed and the base temperature o
SFM. Higher temperatures are achieved by using
cone heater. Note that the heater is outside the UH
whereas the temperature sensor is fixed at the cone o
cryostat insert, located inside the UHV. The exchan
gas mode has proven useful only if LN2 is used as a
coolant. In this case we reach a minimum base temp
ture of the sample inside the microscope of 78.6 K66

using an exchange gas pressure around 300 mBar in
and OVC. An even lower temperature can be reached
pumping the LN2 in the main bath solid.

~3! Gas flow mode: LHe67 is taken from the main bath
guided through the needle valve to the heat exchan
inside the IVC. The OVC is evacuated to insulate t
IVC from the main bath. In this mode the base tempe
ture of the SFM is adjusted by controlling the pressu
and the temperature of the flowing gas. The first is se
the position of the needle valve and the external pum
ing speed. The second is defined by the temperatur
the heat exchanger. Again, temperatures above the
temperature are achieved by the cone heater. This op
tion mode requires two temperature controllers, one
fining the temperature of the He gas and the other
defining the temperature of the SFM environment. In t
mode we reach a minimum base temperature of
sample located in the SFM of 7.0 K using a He-g
pressure of 12 mBar with a temperature of 1.5 K of t
heat exchanger.68

~4! Single shot mode: In this mode the IVC is filled wit
LHe by pressurizing the main bath and opening
needle valve. Note that the IVC widens to form a volum
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of about 1.5l. Again the OVC is evacuated to insulate
inner bath from the main bath. After closing the need
valve, temperatures below 7.0 K are reached by pump
on the inner bath only. This mode consumes a relativ
large amount of LHe.

4. Magnet system

The magnet system used in our instrumentation cons
of

~1! a superconducting solenoid for fields up to 7 T along the
vertical direction~z axis! with a homogeneity of 1:105

within 1 cm3,
~2! a gradient coil to achieve a magnetic field gradient

0.12 T/m~at 20 A driving current! along thez direction,
~3! a conventional solenoid producing a field of up to 28 m

~at 2 A driving current! along thez direction.

The superconducting solenoid and the gradient coils
designed to be used with LHe as a coolant only. In contr
the normal conducting solenoid is used for producing sm
fields for measurements withLN2 as a coolant or for fas
field variations. Further, magnetic cantilevers deflect even
a homogeneous field, when the magnetization axis does
coincide with the axis of the applied field. In such a case
torque acting on the cantilever is

t5m3BSC, ~1!

wherem is the magnetic moment of the cantilever andBSC is
the field of the superconducting solenoid@see Fig. 9~a!#. This
torque may lead to a large motion or even a destruction
the cantilever. Even an only 10-nm-thick and 40mm by 40
mm large layer of iron on the flat area at the tip end of t
cantilever generates a torque corresponding to force of s
hundreds of nanonewtons acting at the end of the cantile
@Fig. 9~a!#. We plan to use the gradient field to compens
for the torque induced motion of the cantilever.

Furthermore, the gradient field can be used to meas
the magnetization of the ferromagnetic layer on the cant
ver or of a sample mounted on a kind of a cantilever@Fig.
9~b!#. The high sensitivity of the force measurement gives
excellent resolution of the magnetic moment.

FIG. 9. ~a! Shows that a torque,t ~pointing out of the paper plane!, acts on
the cantilever even in a homogeneous magnetic field,BSC, if the cantilever
magnetization,m, is not fully aligned with the field. The gradient field
Bgrad, can be used to compensatet. ~b! A magnetic sample~red! is mounted
on a kind of cantilever. The homogeneous field,BSC, defines the sample
magnetization,m(BSC), whereas the gradient field,Bgrad, generates a mea
surable force,F(m,Bgrad), to determine the sample magnetization.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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F5m~BSC!•
]BSC,z

]z
. ~2!

With a minimal measurable force of 10212N a field gradient
of 0.12 T/m we reach a magnetic moment sensitivity of
310212Am2. This sensitivity is about three orders of ma
nitude better than the one of a vibrating sample magneto
ter, but about two orders of magnitude worse than the on
a superconducting quantum interference device~SQUID!
magnetometer.69 However, the sensitivity of such
cantilever-type magnetometer could easily be improved
using the dynamic measurement modes or by implemen
a different magnet system with stronger gradient coils.
deed cantilever type magnetometers are now commerc
available.70

III. MEASUREMENTS

As described in the previous sections on the SFM ins
mentation, our new SFM is well suited to perform measu
ments in the various static~dc! and dynamic~ac! modes of
measurement.

In the dc modes the static deflection of the cantileve
detected~We have given a comprehensive description
Refs. 71,72!. The feedback system then is either switched
the z direction of the scan piezo~constant-force mode! or to
the fiber piezo~variable deflection mode!. The first requires a
tip-sample interaction with a derivative which does n
change its sign during the scanning process.73 The second
does not require any special type of interaction between
tip and the sample because the feedback controls the fi
to-cantilever distance directly. Thus the variable deflect
mode is well suited to measure force versus distance cu
or images where the interaction force gradient changes
sign within the image.

In the ac modes the cantilever is oscillated by a sm
piezo plate located inside the cantilever holder about 2
below the cantilever. Either a lock-in amplifier or an an
logue~similar to Ref. 37! or digital74 FM detector is used to
detect amplitude or phase of the forced cantilever oscillat
The analogue FM detector is able to measure freque
shifts as small as 0.005 Hz~see Fig. 10!.

A. Test of sample exchange and xy motor

The described test of the reproducibility of the sam
and cantilever exchange was performed under ambient
ditions. However, we have later found that UHV operati

FIG. 10. The output signal of the analog FM detection system is shown
an input signal of 500 kHz varying with steps of 0.1 and 0.01 Hz, resp
tively.
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makes no difference in any of the experiments described
low. We have imaged a compact disk sample using the v
able deflection mode with the tip in contact with the sam
@Fig. 11~a!#. Afterwards the sample was retracted abou
cm, removed from the SFM, reinserted into the SFM a
reapproached to the tip. The following measurement w
performed with the same scan range and without any cor
tion of the lateral position@Fig. 11~b!#. The left two rows of
cd pits visible in the original image@Fig. 11~a!# are again
visible in the image shown in Fig. 11~b! after having re-
moved and reinserted the sample. The slight lateral shift
tween the two images (Dx5510 nm,Dy5140 nm) is clari-
fied in image Fig. 11~b! by an oval and the displacemen
vectorDs. A reproducibility of 1mm is typical. Using thexy
motor or an offset voltage applied to the scan piezo,
scanning area is easily readjusted to the original position75

In a second experiment we tested the operation of thexy
motor. The measurement shown in Fig. 11~c! was scanned
from left to right and from the bottom to the top of th
image. At scan-line number 74 we have used thexy motor to
make two steps into the negativex direction. This means tha
the SFM tip made two quantized movements to the left
addition to the homogeneous scanning motion of the sam
Clearly the imaged area has moved to the right side by ab
210 nm. 15 scan lines later, two equally large steps into
positivex direction have moved the sample back to the ori
nal position. The procedure has been repeated at scan
numbers 104~again two steps into negativex direction! and
117 ~again two steps into positivex direction!. Note that the
steps shown in Fig. 11~c! are the largest possible steps, o
of them corresponding to ax movement of about 100 nm
The smallest step size may slightly depend on the condi
of the instrument~vacuum or ambient, low temperature o
ambient! but is smaller than 30 nm.

B. Test of dynamic and static measurement modes

First noncontact magnetic force microscopy experime
were performed on magneto-optically written bits in a
3(5 Å Co50Ni50/5 Å Pt) multilayer ~CAMST reference
sample!.76 Due to the low squareness of the hysteresis lo
this material splits up into small domains which are s
visible outside the bits. The bits were written with las
pulses of 0.24ms duration and powers of 2.5, 5, 7.5, and
mW. Note that the bits are not fully saturated due to the l
field applied during writing. We have used a Si3N4 cantilever
with a force constant,cl50.03 N/m, and a resonance fre
quency, f 0512.5 kHz. To obtain a tip with a well define
micromagnetic structure we have grown an electron be

r
-

FIG. 11. Test of the sample mount and thexy motor. ~a! Reference image,
~b! image after removing and reinserting the sample,~c! test ofxy motor.
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induced deposition tip~EBID tip! onto the pyramid tip of the
cantilever.77,78 The EBID tip was coated with a 20-nm-thic
layer of Co.

In Fig. 12~a! we present data acquired under ambie
conditions using the variable deflection mode. The data
acquired in 34 min. To control the tip-to-sample distance
have applied an oscillating electric field with a frequency
4 kHz between the tip and the sample.79 Then, the 4 kHz
component of the deflection of the cantilever was measu
with a lock-in amplifier and kept constant by a feedba
system adjusting the tip-to-sample distance. The image
is 14mm314mm whereas the total force variation is 40 pN
Note that the signal-to-noise ratio is better than ten indica
that the minimal measurable force variation is below 4
which is comparable to values reached with our ear
instrumentation.12

Further data has been acquired with the same cantil
in vacuum on the same sample using a dynamic opera
mode. We have used an analogue FM detector simila
Albrechtet al.37 to measure the frequency variation~variable
frequency mode!. The tip-to-sample distance was kept co
stant as described above. Figure 12~b! shows a sized are
within the original image, indicated by the white frame
Fig. 12~a!. The total frequency variation is about 90 H
Using

FIG. 12. Magnetic force microscopy images acquired on CAMST refere
sample at room temperature.~a! Overview image acquired in air using
static SFM operation mode~variable deflection!. ~b! Dynamic mode~vari-
able frequency! image acquired in vacuum. The white square in figure~a!
indicates the location of image~b!. ~c! Simulation of a static mode image
calculated from the MFM data~b!.
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where cl50.03 N/m is the force constant of the cantilev
and f 0512.5 kHz is the resonance frequency of the free c
tilever, we calculate that a frequency variation of 90 Hz c
responds to a variation of thez derivative of the force of 4
31024 N/m. Using a method described in Ref. 78 one c
transform the dynamically measured data@Fig. 12~b!# into
data@Fig. 12~c!# which would be acquired if the static can
tilever deflection was measured at the same location and
to-sample distance. As described in more detail in Ref.
the small structures~high frequency components! are en-
hanced in the dynamic image@Fig. 12~b!# whereas the large
structures~low frequency components! dominate in the static
image@Fig. 12~c!#. Note that all structures visible in thecal-
culated data@Fig. 12~c!# originating from data measured i
the dynamic mode@Fig. 12~b!# can be found at the corre
sponding positions and with the correct force amplitude
the measured dataacquired in the static operation mod
@Fig. 12~a!#.

C. Piezo calibration at variable temperatures

One of the difficulties in scanning probe microsco
originates from the rather complicated relation between
mechanical deformation of the piezo material used for sc
ning and the applied voltage. For one, this relation is
completely linear.80,81 Furthermore, hysteretic behavior ari
ing from piezo creep82 considereably influences the scanni
process.83–85 Finally all these properties are strongly tem
perature dependent.86,87

Three different approaches have been discussed to o
come the above difficulties.

~1! Tamer and Dahleh85 have measured the actual displac
ment of the piezo actuatorin situ and corrected the non
linear displacement via a feedback. Similar techniqu
are used today in commercially available scanning pro
microscopes ~SPMs!.88 Nevertheless this correctio
scheme is not used in our instrumentation, since the
sition measurement device has its own temperature
pendence, needs additional space, and the electrical
ing of the device further complicates the construction
the microscope.

~2! A postmeasurement correction of the acquired data
been decribed in Refs. 89 and 90. In contrast to the fi
method such a postmeasurement correction of piezo n
linearities does not require any position sensor within
instrument. However, the density of measurement po
per unit sample area as well as the speed of the tip
tion vary.

~3! Another approach for real-time correction is based
detailed, but not necessarily fundamental knowledge
the most important features of the dependence of pi
motion on the applied voltages. Once the response of
piezo upon the application of a linear voltage ramp
known, a feed forward correction of the ramp is used

As indicated in Ref. 84, the amount of the lateral pie
motion,d(Umax), upon ramping the voltage from a negativ

e
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maximal value,2Umax to a positive value1Umax is best
represented by a parabolic function91 ~A possible explanation
for this behavior is described in Ref. 80!:

d~Umax,tscan,T!5a~ tscan,T!•Umax1b~ tscan,T!•Umax
2 . ~4!

The parametersa and b depend on the time per scanlin
tscan,

92 and the temperature,T. As Eq.~4! indicates, a linear
motion of the piezo with time requires a ‘‘sublinear’’ voltag
ramp. In our experiments we find that

U~ t,d,tscan,T!5Umax•S t

tscan
D g(d,tscan,T)

~5!

is a suitable correction for a given temperature,T, maximum
voltage,Umax, and scan time,tscan. Note that the amount o
nonlinearity is controlled by the paramterg(d,tscan,T) and
that the voltage ramp becomes linear forg51. Solving Eq.
~4! for Umax and replacingUmax in Eq. ~5! leads to

U~ t,d,tscan,T!5
a1Aa214bd

2b
•S t

tscan
D g

. ~6!

With a few limitations to be discussed below, the volta
ramp given in Eq.~6! leads to an almost distortion free im
age~see, e.g., Fig. 13! for an arbitrary scan range,d, and a
given temperature,T. The functionsa(tscan,T), b(tscan,T)
andg(tscan,T,Umax) were determined experimentally.

Note, that the voltage ramp defined by Eq.~6! is the
same for all scan lines. It is commonly known that the sc
motion of the piezo strongly changes when the scanning
tion is not in a stationary state, i.e., in the beginning of
image when the scanning motion has just been started, i
scan range has been changed considerably or if an o
voltage has been applied. Since Eq.~6! does not correct for
these problems, we use the following techniques in addit
Before we start the aqcuisition of new data or after hav
changed the scan range, we leave the piezo scanning f
least a quarter of the time required to complete a full fram
Additionally, we avoid the use of a large offset voltage
positioning the center of the scanned area using thexy motor
of our LTSFM.

The remaining problem is the determination of the fun
tionsa(tscan,T), b(tscan,T), andg(tscan,T,Umax) for our pi-
ezo scanner.93 We performed the following set of measur
ments on a silicon calibration standard94 at six temperatures

FIG. 13. Images of our calibration standard~Ref. 95! aquired in the variable
deflection mode with the tip in contact with the sample. The paramaters
figure ~a! are: T5295 K, Umax56100 V, tscan50.2 s, dfast59.89mm,
dslow511.49mm, g fast50.88,gslow50.84. The paramaters for figure~b! are:
T58.4 K, Umax56100 V, tscan50.2 s, dfast51.81mm, dslow51.88mm,
g fast50.99, gslow50.98.
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Ti58, 35, 79, 150, 220, and 295 K. At each temperature
imaged the calibration standard withUmax,i56100, 6200,
6300, 6400 V,95 always adjusting the nonlinearity factorg
such that image distortion is minimal. This give
g(tscan,i ,Ti ,Umax,i) ~i running for all discrete temperature
and voltages!. We then used the acquired images and Eq.~4!
to determinea(tscan,i ,Ti) andb(tscan,i ,Ti). Finally we found
appropriate continuous functions,a(tscan,T), b(tscan,T) and
g(tscan,T,Umax), to describe the descrete set of function
a(tscan,i ,Ti) andb(tscan,i ,Ti) andg(tscan,i ,Ti ,Umax,i) for all
temperatures,T, scan voltages,Umax, and scan times,tscan.

Figure 13~a! shows an image of our calibration samp
measured at room temperature. The applied maximum v
age,Umax, is 6100 V, for both scan directions, the time p
scanline istscan50.2 s, the values for the nonlinearity corre
tion are g fast50.88 in the fast scan direction~from left to
right!, andgslow50.84 in the slow scan direction~from bot-
tom to top!. Note that the image appears to be complet
distortion free~i.e., the relative distances between two neig
boring squares are constant for both scan directions throu
out the whole image!. However the scan range,d, is not the
same for both scan directions~dfast59.89mm, dslow

511.49mm!. Since the scanning velocity of the piezo in th
slow scan direction is a factor of 512 lower than in the fa
scan direction, the strongly time dependent piezo creep le
to a larger motion of the piezo tube in the slow scan dir
tion. The small rotation of the calibration pattern with r
spect to the scanning directions ('2 °) which can be seen
more easy in Fig. 13~b! is due to a slight misalignment of th
sample and the fact that no software scan rotation was u
for the calibration measurements discussed.

Figure 13~b! shows an undistorted image of our calibr
tion sample measured at 8.4 K but otherwise the same
rameters as in Fig. 13~a!. Comparing Figs. 13~a! and 13~b!
one observes a reduction of the piezo sensitivity by a fac
of about 5.526@dfast(8.4 K)51.81mm, dslow(8.4 K)
51.88mm), a reduction of piezo creep by 10%~the relative
difference betweendfast anddslow has reduced to about 4%!,
and a considerable reduction of nonlinearity (g fast is now
0.99 ~RT value is 0.88! andgslow is now 0.98~RT value is
0.84!#.

Figure 14~a! shows the scan range,d@m#m, of our piezo
scanner for the fast scan direction~scan time,tscan50.2s! as

or

FIG. 14. Scan range,d@mm#, as a function of the maximum applied volt
age,Umax@V#, and as a function of temperature,T@K#. ~a! shows data and fit
parabola for the fast scan direction whereas~b! shows the corresponding
data and fits for the slow scan direction.
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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a function of the applied voltage,Umax@V#, for the discrete
temperature values,Ti , mentioned above. The solid line
show the fit results with a quadratic polynom as given in E
~4!. For all temperatures between these discrete temp
tures, the functionsa(tscan,T), and b(tscan,T) provide the
correctd(Umax,T) dependence@Figs. 15~a! and 15~b!#. Fig-
ure 14~b! shows the corresponding data and fits for the sl
scan direction. Note that the scan range of the slow s
direction is larger than the one of the fast direction for
scan voltages, temperatures, and scan speeds.96 At room tem-
perature and for the maximum scan voltage of6400V we
find 64.2 mm for the fast and 82.1mm for the slow scan
direction. At 8 K this difference almost vanishes and w
measure 7.2 and 7.4mm, respectively. Furthermore, the a
eraged sensitivity of the piezo grows from 44.5 nm/V for
small scan voltage to 116 nm/V for the maximum scan vo
age at room temperature for the fast scan direction. At 8
the scan range versus maximum voltage function beco
more linear: We observe 8.97 and 9.12 nm/V, respective

The dependence ofa@mm/V# andb@mm/V2# as a func-
tion of temperature, T@K#, for our scanner is given in Figs
15~a! and 15~b!. In both cases, the lower curve represents
behavior in the fast scan direction whereas the upper cu
gives the dependence for the slow scan direction, again i
cating a higher piezo sensitivity in the slow scan directio
The dependence ofg fast with respect to the applied max
mum voltage,Umax@V#, and the temperature,T@K#, are
shown in Fig. 15~c!. Here the uppermost curve~close to
g51! is the low temperature curve (T58.4 K) whereas the
lowermost curve represents room temperature data, ind
ing again the increasing nonlinearity of the piezo mate

FIG. 15. Dependence ofa, b, andg from temperature, scan direction, an
Umax. ~a! showsa as a function of temperature for the fast~lower curve!
and the slow~upper curve! scan direction.~b! showsb as a function of
temperature for the fast~lower curve! and the slow~upper curve! scan
direction.~c! showsg as a function of the applied maximum voltage,Umax,
and the temperature. The uppermost curve represents the behavior fo
lowest temperature~8.4 K! indicating the lowest nonlinearity whereas th
lowermost curve represents the behavior for the highest temperature~295 K!
indicating maximum nonlinearity at RT.
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with increasing temperature and increasingUmax. Note that
the strength of this procedure is that one does not need m
theoretical knowledge about piezo behavior or informat
about specific piezo-ceramic constants to have a linear
scanner motion over a broad temperature range.

D. Test of the low temperature noise limit

The thermally activated noise density,wth(v), of a
damped harmonic oscillator, e.g., a cantilever, is given
Ref. 97 as

wth
2 ~v!5

2v0
3kBTQ

clQ
2~v0

22v2!21clv0
2v2, @wth#5

m2

Hz
, ~7!

wherev0 is 2p times the resonance frequency,f 0 , Q is the
quality factor,cl the cantilever spring constant,kB the Bolt-
zmann constant, andT is the temperature. At resonance fr
quency (v'v0), Eq. ~7! simplifies to

wth
2 ~v!'

2kBTQ

clv0
, @wth#5

m2

Hz
. ~8!

Note that the square of the noise density at the resona
frequency depends linearly onQ, whereas the width of the
resonance peak is inversely proportional toQ. The thermally
activated noise amplitude,^xth

2 &1/2, which is found by inte-
gration of wth

2 (v) over the width of the resonance peak,
therefore independent ofQ.

^xth
2 &1/25A2kBT

cl
, @^xth

2 &1/2#5m. ~9!

One finds ~see Ref. 98! that the minimal measurabl
force derivative is

]

]z
Fzumin5

1

A
•A4kBTcLB

Qv0
, ~10!

whereA is the oscillation amplitude of the cantilever andB
is the measurement bandwidth.

Both, the increased instrumental stability allowin
longer measurement times using smaller bandwidths,B, and
the reduced thermal noise@Eq. ~9!# result in an extremely
small minimally measurable force derivative@Eq. ~10!#. In
Table I we summarize some values calculated for prese
available cantilevers. Furthermore, it should be noted t
even lower force derivatives or forces can be measured u
specially fabricated supersoft cantilevers with highQ
values.99

So far, only one group100–103has demonstrated reachin
the thermodynamical limit. All others have either neglect
this important test,16 found no advantage to measuremen
performed at room temperature,14 or have even failed to
come within the correct order of magnitude.104 While in the
first two cases external noise may conspire to the therm
driven excitation of the cantilever, the strong heating of t
piezo-resisitive cantilever may be the reason in the la
case. A careful description of the cantilever heating in
case of a piezo-resistive deflection sensor is found in Ref.

As a first test, we have measured the frequency nois
a standard microfabricated monolithic Si cantilever fro

the
IP license or copyright, see http://rsi.aip.org/rsi/copyright.jsp
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Nanosensors.105 The front part of the backside of this cant
lever was coated by a 40-nm-thick aluminum layer to
crease its optical reflectivity. The front side was coated b
10-nm-thick layer of iron to make the cantilever sensitive
magnetic stray fields. We have measured the resonance
quency of the free cantilever,f 0512 016 Hz. Using106,107

cl515.96FNs3

m5 G•b• l 3
• f 0

3, ~11!

whereb and l are the width and the length of the cantilev
~b559mm, l 5447mm for the lever used here!, we deter-
mine its spring constant to be 0.15 N/m. We have furt
measured theQ value, Q'3600 at a temperatureT
57.6 K. Using Eq.~10!, we determine the minimally mea
surable force derivative to be 1.2331026 N/m with a mea-
surement bandwidth of 167 Hz.

For the lever described above, we measured a freque
noise ofd f 50.06 Hz, using the analogue FM-detection sy
tem described in Sec. III. Using Eq.~3!, we conclude that the
measured noise of the force derivative is approximately
31026 N/m, which matches the theoretical value of 1.
31026 N/m. Below we demonstrate that such a value is a
reached during SFM measurements.

E. Low temperature measurements

As suggested before, both lateral resolution and sens
ity of the instrument has to be tested. An experiment aim
at atomic resolution~see Fig. 16! proves that a lateral reso
lution around an Angstroem is reached. However, ato
resolution images are inadequate to determine the forc
force gradient sensitivity, because the forces in this type
experiment are in thenN range and force derivatives are
the high N/m range~see Refs. 108–114!. In contrast, the
typical interaction forces in magnetic force microscopy e
periments are in the lowpN range and the force derivative
are usually below 1024 N/m ~see Refs. 27,115,116,80!.

Figure 17~a! shows raw data acquired at 7.6 K in no
contact variable force gradient mode on the CAMST ref
ence sample.76 The scan range is 6.9mm36.9mm, which is

TABLE I. ( ]/]z)Fzumin andd f min as a function of the cantilever resonan
frequency,f 0 , the cantilever force constant,cl , temperature,T. The calcu-
lations have been made for a cantilever quality factor,Q550 000, an oscil-
lation amplitude,A51 nm, and a measurement bandwidth,B51000 Hz. If
the oscillation amplitude,A, is increased by a factor of 10~100!, ]/]Fzumin

andd f min decrease by a factor of 10~100!. If the measurement bandwidth
B, is decreased by a factor of 10~100!, ]/zFzumin andd f min are decreased by
a factor ofA10 ~10!.

f 0@kHz# cl@N/m# T@K#

]

]z
FzU

min

@N/m#
d f min @Hz#

15 0.2 6 3.831026 0.14
15 0.2 295 2.631025 0.98
75 2 6 5.331026 0.10
75 2 295 3.731025 0.69

190 50 6 1.731025 0.03
190 50 295 1.231024 0.23

1000 50 6 7.231026 0.07
1000 50 295 5.131025 0.51
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the maximum scan range at this temperature. The four
visible, represent the bit-rows written with a laser power
7.5 and 10 mW@see the two rows at the right side of Fig
12~a!#. Panels~b! and ~c! of Fig. 17 show raw data which
were acquired at the locations marked by the white frame
panel~a!. Note, that all details of Figs. 17~b! and 17~c! can
be found identically and absolutely distortion free in t
overview image, Fig. 17~a!. This is due to the excellent sta
bility and almost linearity of the scanning motion at lo
temperatures and to our precisely calibrated instrumentat
The cross-section in Fig. 17~d! shows that the total frequenc
variation is approximately 6 Hz, and that the signal-to-no
ratio ~SNR! is around 100. This confirms the 0.06 Hz noi
limit, which we have found above. Using Eq.~3!, we can

FIG. 16. Atomically resolved NaCl, measured at 7.6 K in variable deflect
contact mode.

FIG. 17. Low temperature MFM data acquired on CAMST referen
sample in dynamic noncontact variable gradient mode atT57.6 K with a
time per scanline~Ref. 117! of 4 s @~a! and ~c! or 3.6 s ~b!# and a pixel
resolution of 5123512. ~a! shows raw data with a scan range of 6.9mm by
6.9 mm. One can see four magneto-optically written bits.~b! shows further
raw data with a smaller scan range of 3.2mm by 3.2 mm. This data was
aquired within the area of the data shown in~a! as indicated by the big white
square.~c! shows raw data with a scan range of 1mm by 1 mm. Again this
data was measured within the area of image~a! as indicated by the smal
white square.~d! shows a line section of the data shown in~c! along the
direction indicated by the black line in~c!.
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calculate that the total variation of the force derivative
equal to 1.931024 N/m, while the smallest measureab
force derivative is 1.931026 N/m ~for f 0513 616 Hz and
cl50.21 N/m!.

One of the most challenging applications for magne
force microscopy is the direct imaging of vortices in t
mixed state of a superconductor. So far only few data h
been presented~see Refs. 28,27,31,32,35,117,118!.

In Fig. 18~a! we present a 3mm33mm sized LTMFM
image of vortices in a laser ablated YBCO thin film.119 The
number of vortices ('8) corresponds well with the one ex
pected in the imaged area for the field of 2 mT in which t
sample was cooled~8.7!. The MFM data was acquired at 7.
K using the variable frequency operation mode. The to
frequency variation is only 0.65 Hz corresponding to az
derivative of 2.131025 N/m. Figure 18~a! shows raw data
consisting of 5123512 measurement points acquired at
rate of 4s per line or 34 min per image. The SNR is approx
mately ten. This indicates that the minimal measurable fo
derivative is 231026 N/m which is a similar value than th
one reached in the measurement presented in Sec. III D.
noteworthy that Volodinet al.31,35 have reached a sensitivit
which is high enough to image vortices by using higher fle
ure modes of their piezo-resistive cantilever. Although
SNR is approximately one, vortices in NbSe2 single crystals
are clearly imaged. In contrast, the LTSFM described in R
32 achieves a force derivative resolution of 531024 N/m.
This is more than an order of magnitude larger than the c
cal limit for vortex imaging (231025 N/m) and almost two
orders of magnitude larger than the thermodynamical li
@For the used cantileverf 0560 kHz, cl52.5 N/m, T56 K,
andQ53000 one calculates 831026 N/m#.

In addition to the magnetic stray field we have measu
the topography of the sample@Fig. 18~b!# at the same loca
tion. This is achieved by the following procedure: First t
tip-to-sample distance is lowered until the frequency h
shifted about 100 Hz. Then we activate a feedback syst
which controls the tip-to-sample distance to keep the
quency shift constant during the following scan. Note, t
this operation mode is commonly used in true atomic re

FIG. 18. Panel~a! shows the arrangement of eight vortices, generated w
the YBa2Cu3O72x thin film sample was field cooled in an external field of
mT. The total frequency shift within this data is 0.65 Hz. The signal to no
is about 10:1. The data was acquired in noncontact variable force gra
mode with a scan range of 3mm by 3 mm and a time per scanline of 3 s
With the same tip we have measured the data shown in panel~b!, acquired
at the same sample location in noncontact constant force gradient mode
original data was differentiated along thex direction. One can see the co
lumnar structure typical for this material. One can also recognize sin
steps on top of these columns with a height of the unit cell
YBa2Cu3O72x .
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lution experiments.108–114In our case we image a YBCO thi
film, which was producedex situby laser ablation119–122with
a tip coated by a ferromagnetic thin film to be sensitive
magnetic stray fields. Atomic resolution can therefore not
expected. However, unit cell steps of 1.2 nm are clearly v
ible and the growth island structure of these films is o
served. This allows to correlate the position of the vortic
with features of the topography. We will discuss further d
tails in forthcoming publications.

Figure 19 shows an example for the variable tempera
capabilities of the instrument. All images have a same s
range of 3mm33 mm a number of pixels of 5123512, a
scan speed of 3s per line and are presented with the fr
quency range of 0.6 Hz. All measurement temperatures w
reached from below with a maximal overshoot of 0.1 K a
kept constant during the measurement. Note, that we h
observed only a small lateral drift (,1 mm) upon changing
the temperature from 7.6 to 79.9 K. The vertical drift
probably due to the temperature sensitivity of the coa
cantilever.50–52 To avoid a tip crash during temperatu
changes, we have retracted the tip a few steps~somemm!
before changing the temperature. We have used our met
presented above Sec. III C to realize the same scan range
distortion free images at all temperatures. Clearly, all ima
of Fig. 19 show the same arrangement of vortices. The c
trast is reduced as the temperature is raised, as is expe
from the divergence of the magnetic penetration depth, w
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e
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FIG. 19. All images are presented with the same greyscale which co
sponds to a total frequency shift of 0.6 Hz. The small lateral d
(,1 mm) allows to image the same sample area for temperatures ran
from 7.7 to 79.9 K.
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the critical temperatureTc is approached. Further details wi
be discussed in forthcoming publications.
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